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PALLADIA FROM MYCENAE.
THE objects* which form the subject of the present paper, and which
may be easily identified by the accompanying cuts, Nos. 5—8, have for some
time been a puzzle to students of Mycenaean archaeology. Certain specimens
exhibited in the cases of the Mycenae Room in the Polytechnic Museum at
Athens are described as ' objects of unknown use'; and although some sug-
gestions have been thrown out in various publications of isolated examples,
I do not think any satisfactory explanation of them has yet been offered.
The cause of this failure seems to be the impossibility of understanding
properly any such specimen, apart from the whole class to which it belongs.
I will therefore begin this paper with a list of instances which, while not pre-
tending to be exhaustive, is at least representative, and so will give some
notion of the character, size, shape, and material of the objects now before us.
These objects have usually been found wherever any extensive discovery
of remains belonging to the so-called Mycenae period has been made. They
have been found usually, but not exclusively, in tombs. Some were discovered
by Schliemann, and one is figured in his book, Mycenae, p. 111. Many have
been found by M. Tsountas in the tombs he has excavated at Mycenae; and
some also have been dug up out of the tomb at Spata in Attica, and among
the earliest strata on the Acropolis at Athens. Thus their distribution seems
to be co-extensive with that of the Mycenae civilization ; and I know of no
examples that have been discovered among remains of any other period.
These objects vary in shape, when viewed from above or below, from two
circles, joined together so as to intersect one another slightly, to a long oval,
pinched in at the middle. They are usually flat below, with two exceptions
to be noted later; and when the shape is that bounded by the two circles,
the centre of each is usually clearly marked (see Fig. 7). Above they consist,
in the most regular form, of two roughly conical masses, inclined towards one
another (Fig. 5); but in most cases this shape is modified to a ridge along
the back, sloping down towards each end, and narrowed in the middle by a
deep indentation on each side (Figs. 6 and 8). In one example found on the
Acropolis at Athens, a handle is attached to the lower side.2 The size varies
from nearly six inches to half an inch in length; the material is ivory, glazed
1
 Some of these objects were found by Dr. nient.
Schliemann; most of the others by M. Tsoun- 2 So also one found by Dr. Schliemann,
tas, whose discoveries at Mycenae and elsewhere Mycenae, p. I l l ; ' it has on its lower side a
are too well known to need further acknowledg- tubular hole for fastening it to something else.'
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ware, or glass. In one case we see an object of this sort made of gold, and
attached, apparently as an ornament, to a silver relief with scenes in repoussi
work;3 another is also found similarly attached to a vase on the Acropolis,
doubtless in imitation of the last-mentioned example;* and in several cases
one is to be seen cut upon a gem of the so-called island type, of which so many
have been found in Mycenae tombs.5
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EXPLANATION OF CUTS. (The objects have in each case been drawn from the origiuals.)
FIG. 1.—Image of armed divinity, on ring found by Dr. Schliemann at Mycenae.
FIGS. 2, 3.—Shields worn by warriors, on dagger with lion hunt found by Dr. Schliemann at
Mycenae.
FIG. 4.—Fallen warrior, on tombstone found by Dr. Schliemann at Mycenae.
FIG. 5.—Amulet of ivory, found by Dr. Schliemann at Mycenae.
FIGS. 6, 7, 8.—Similar amulets of glazed ware, found by M. Tsountas at Mycenae.
FIG. 9.—Warrior from great Dipylon vase at Athens.
FIG. 10.—Warrior with shield, driving chariot, from great Dipylon vase at Athens.
FIG. 11.—Men rowing in a ship, from a Dipylon vase at Athens.
After so much enumeration and description of examples, we may now
proceed to consider what was the meaning or the use of these peculiar objects.
The latter of these two questions may be easily dismissed. The difference of
3
 'E0. 'Apx- 1891, PI. ii. 2.
4
 'Etf>. 'ApX. 1891, p. 12, n. 1.
5
 'E<p. 'APX. 1888, PI. x. 28. Myk. Vascn, E.
5, 22, 24. They are in one or two cases ex-
plained as bivalve shells; sometimes they ap-
proximate to this form on gems ; but other
examples cannot be so explained, and the whole
class must go together*
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size and material already noticed is enough to show that they cannot have
been intended for any practical use. Nor, again, can they be explained as
purely decorative or ornamental, although the examples quoted as occurring
on gems and in relief on metal and terra-cotta might seem to have only this
purpose. But even if we accepted this view, we should still have to explain
the origin of the form, although, if merely decorative, its meaning might be
forgotten by the artist who used it. The examples of a similar shape
occurring independently in tombs and elsewhere cannot well be purely deco-
rative in purpose; and so we are reduced to the only possible explanation
that remains. They must have a symbolical meaning; one may almost go
further, and say that from their frequent occurrence in tombs and under such
circumstances they must be amulets.
We must follow out this clue in trying to trace the origin of their
peculiar shape. Fortunately we have yet another clue in the ornamentation
which occurs in several examples. This consists either of groups of small
holes, three or four in number, set close together, or of a pattern formed by
uniting three or four such holes together so as to form a cross or similar figure
with rounded outlines. Now upon the famous Mycenae dagger representing
a lion hunt 6 one of the men has a shield which shows a precisely similar
ornamentation, and two of them have shields of the peculiar shape, like two
circles slightly intersecting, which we have noticed (Figs. 2 and 3).
A similar shape of shield (Fig. 4) is seen on the tombstone from Mycenae,7
upon the gold ornament with a representation of a combat,8 and upon a gem
with a similar scene;9 it seems, in fact, to have been one of the two common
shapes for shields among the warriors of the Mycenaean epoch.
We may, then, take it as proved that these objects are intended to repre-
sent shields; but we have still to consider their symbolical meaning. It will
hardly be suggested that they can have been buried with the dead as a sub-
stitute for real shields; in such a case of substitution we know that it was
customary to bring an object resembling its original in size and construction,
only made of costly material and without solidity.10 We must therefore look
for a more indirect symbolical use of the form of the shield. And at this
point all those who are familiar with early Greek art will think of the very
curious use which is made of the form of the shield upon the Dipylon vases.
It conceals and so takes the place of the form of the body not only in the case
of armed warriors (compare Fig. 9 with Fig. 10), where it is natural enough,
but even in the case of rowers (Fig. 11) and others, where it must be a
meaningless convention. At Mycenae, however, we need not go so far as
this. There the most remarkable instances of the substitution of a shield of
6
 Bull. Corr. Sell. 1886, PI. ii. Mitchell, 9 Schliemann, p. 202, No. 313. This group
Ancient Sculpture, p. 155. Schuchhardt (Eng- is quite misunderstood by the draughtsman ;
lish Ed.) p. 229. but the outlines of the two shields can be seen
7
 Sohliemann, Mycenae, p. 52 (Sehuchhardt, even in his drawing.
Eng. Ed. p. 171). 10 E.g. the breastplates, Schliemann, My-
8
 Schliemann, p. 174, No. 254 (Schuch. p. cenae, p. 301 (Schuch. p. 255).
196, No. 178).
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this peculiar shape for the human body, which may be supposed to be
hidden behind it, is to be seen on the remarkable ring found by Schliemann
(Fig. I),11 and on the glazed plaque found by M. Tsountas in a tomb at
Mycenae.12 In both these cases we see what is evidently meant for an
armed divinity attended by "worshippers; and of this divinity the body
consists of a shield of the double circular shape, while a helmeted head,
feet, arms, and other adjuncts appear beyond its rim. We may well
suppose that this armed image of divinity is the Palladium; this identifi-
cation is probable, but can hardly be considered certain in the present
state of our knowledge of the religion of the inhabitants of Mycenae. From
such a representation, in which the shield forms by far the most prominent
part, the step is an easy one to the use of the shield alone, or its characteristic
shape, as an abbreviation or symbol of the armed divinity; and thus we may
best explain the meaning of the amulets that are described in this paper. As
an instance of a similar use of the shield as an abridged representation or
symbol of an armed divinity, we may quote the well-known coinage of
Boeotia. It is generally acknowledged among numismatists that the shield
upon these coins has such a symbolical meaning, though it has been doubted
whether the deity to whom it is to be referred is Heracles13 or Athena
Itonia.14
To sum up our results: these curious objects, found among Mycenaean
antiquities, have a' symbolical meaning, and are of a form which is derived
from shields. They are to be regarded as conventional and abridged
representations of an armed divinity. To call them Palladia is the
simplest way of expressing this fact, whether it be true or not that those who
made them identified this armed divinity as the goddess whom we know as
the Pallas Athene of later Greece.
ERNEST GARDNER.
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 Schliemann, Mycenae, p. 354, No. 530 13 P. Gardner, Types of Greek Coins, p. 48.
(Schuch. p. 277). 14 Head, Hist. Num. p. 291.
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 'Z<j>. 'Apx- 1887, PI. x. (Schuch. p. 291).
